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UK Tool Centre offers 
a large range of over 
28,000 products 
online for both DIY 
and trade customers. 
They aim to offer a 5 
star service and many 
items are available for 
next-day delivery.

• Top lists with the most bought  items was placed on the front page 
and category pages to  to showcase the store selection and capture 
the attention of new  visitors.

• Browsing history recommendations were added to category pages 
and product pages to aid store navigation and make it easier to 
browse back and forth in the store. 

• Up- and cross-sell recommendations were placed on the product 
and cart pages to inspire and help visitors find alternative and 
complementary products for a more confident purchase. 

• UK tool Centre also activated automated triggered abandoned cart 
emails to decrease their abandoned cart rate and increase customer 
loyalty and retention. 

• Customers who clicked on Nosto’s 
recommendations had 16% better AOV than 
customers who didn’t.

• Enhanced navigation through top lists and cross- 
and up-selling recommendations has increased 
the time spent on the site by 70% for customers 
clicking on Nosto’s recommendations while they 
simultaneously viewed 103% more products.

• Triggered emails have generated a 7% CTR and a 
whopping 78% open rate driving traffic back to 
the store for additional purchases. 

With a huge selection of over 28,000 
SKUs UK Tool Centre was spending 
a lot of time and resources trying to 
update recommendations and top lists 
manually. Keeping up with up- and cross-
sell recommendations was virtually 
impossible, and a scalable way to automate 
recommendations as well as display relevant 
items was required. 

UK Tool Centre chose Nosto as solution provider due 
to the easy setup and convenient management which 
would not only automate displaying recommendations 
but also make the site updated in real-time according 
to concurrent user behavior. Customising the logic of 
automated recommendations through Nosto’s advanced 
filtering could be done within a simple admin panel in a 
few minutes - enabling UK Tool Centre to highlight the 
right products more effectively than ever before. 
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“We couldn’t be happier with the results we’ve seen after implementing 
Nosto! With automatic and intelligent recommendations we’re not telling our 
customers what to buy, they are telling each other what to buy adding trust 
and loyalty towards our online store.”

Ewan Rayment, E-Commerce Manager at UK Tool Centre 
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 Case Study: UK Tool Centre
Nosto’s recommendations on www.uktoolcentre.com converted  

visitors into paying customers 26% better and had 16% better AOV. 

Browsing history and up- and cross-sell 
recommendations on product pages

Shopping cart recommendations on product page


